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It is shown that if H -- is a COMecied Stial graph of order 2n then ‘Y has at least 4n - 4 
I-facton with equality if and only if M is the total graph of K1 + (& LJ &). 
A l-fcrctor of a graph G is a spannnng ssbgraph of G in which every vertex has 
degree I. The tnta! oprc?y”h T(G) of G is the graph with vertex set V(G) U E(G) in 
which vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if eit er u and v are adjacent 
vertices of G or u and v are adjacent edges of G or u and v are an incident vertex 
and edge of 6. The sq~rz G2 of G is the graph with vertex set V(G) in which 
vertices u and v are adj t if and only if u and v are either adjacent or have a 
common neighbour in G. each edge & = uv of G is replaced by a new vertex w 
and the new edges uw and VW, then the resulting graph is C&X! 
graph of G and is denoted by S(G). 
It was shown in [2] and [4] that the square of a connected graph of even order 
has a l-factor and in i3] that the square of a connected graph of order 2r~ has at 
least pa distinct l-factors. Since the total graph of a graph is isomorphic to the 
square of the subdivision graph of that graph, it follows that a connected total 
graph of order 2n has at least II l-factors. Our object hete is to extend this result 
by proving the following 
4n - 4 1,iactors. 
be a connected total graph of order 2n 3 6. Then H has 
Furthermore, If has exactly 4n - 4 l-factors if and only if 
tnttz! graph of MI + (<VI U k,_,!- 
Our notation is consistent wit 
(p, q)-graph has exac 
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For 12  3, let S, denote the subdivision graph of K1 + (& I-J K,&. 
So, for example, S, is the cycle of length 4. 
en S& is isomorphic to the total grap lJ L?) and it follows bY 
a simple induction that 
. For n a 3, S& has exactly 4n - 4 l-factors. 
. For k 3 4, let qk denote the set of unicyclic graphs of order k with 
even girth at least 4 and with the property that every alternate vertex on the cycle 
has degree 2. 
If k 3 4 and U E %k with cycle C of length 2c, then we will always assume that 
the vertices of C are cyclically labelled vl, v2, . . . , vu2, so that deg(vu) = 2, 
lG&c. 
t %dd = lJ+4 %,_,. f U E %&d with cycle C, then define m(U) by 
m(U) = IV(U)1 - iV(C)[. 
ote that m(U) is an odd positive integer. 
Suppose U E % &d and v is a vertex of U which is not a vertex 
subscript Ln the cycle C of U. Then U2 - v has at least 4 I-factors. 
with even 
e proceed by induction on m(U). 
t v. be the vertex of U - V(C). Suppose without 
{vo, v,}. Since U - {v9, vl, vz} and 
heir squares each have at least n - 2 
- v has at least n - 2 l-factors containing the edge uv2 
ge uv,. Since p2 3 4, U2 - v has at 
hat since the distance 
- v has at least n - 
- 2 P-factors which c 
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Case 1. Suppose v E (v) = 2. is case is 
argument as in paragraph (2) above. 
Case 2. Suppose v E If(C) with deg(v) 2 3. Suppose wit out loss of general&y 
be the branch of U at v1 containing C and let BI, . . . , B, be 
has at least 4 l-factors. 
en the argument used in 
erefore suppose t = 1 and 
w has a l-factor and, by the inductive 
Case 3. Suppose v $ V(C). ithout loss of generality suppose that v1 is the 
vertex of C which is nearest ;o v in U. Let B be the branch of U at v1 containing v 
and let w be the neighbour of vl in (where possibly w = v). 
Suppose IV(B)I = 2. Then v = w and U - v is a connected graph with at least 8 
vertices (since m(U) 3 3 and C has length at least 6). By [3, Theorem 21, (U - v)” 
has at least 4 l-factors and so U* - v has at least 4 l-factors. 
Suppose IV(B)l is even and at least 4. By [3; Lemma 1], (B - IJ~)~ - v has a 
l-factor and, by the inductive hypothesi (U - V(B - v, - wjj’ - w has at least 4 
l-factors. Therefore U* - v has at least 
Suppose IV(B)I is odd. By [3, Lemma 11, B* - v has a l-factor a by the 
inductive hypothesis, (U - V(B - vl# - v1 has at least 4 l-factors. erefore 
U* - v has at least 4 l-factors. 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 complete the inductive step and hence the proof of Lemma 
2. Cl 
3. &qqzW? ;“, 2 3 c;nd u E %& Z%YJ U’ has at lemt 4n - 4 I-factors. 
Furthermore, U2 has exactly 4n - 4 f-factors if and only @ U s 5&. 
e proceed by induction on n. Since & is the only ele 
has exactly 8 l-factors (Lemma I), the result is true for n = 3. 
II 3 4 and that the result holds for smaller values of n. 
number of l-factors 
such that U2 has exactly 
uppose U has girth 2c, 
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neighbour w. Let Ut be the graph obtained from U by deleting the edge uw and 
adding the edge uv. Clearly UI E 9&. Each l-factor of Uf contains exa.ctly 1of 
the edges uv and WV. ith each l-factor of Uf containing the *edge uv 
(respectively 14w) we ca associate, in the obvious way, a l-factor of U2 
containing the edge uv (respectively uw). Therefore U* contains at least as many 
&factors as L<, rthermore, since U - v is a connected g of odd order, it 
foilows from [3, emma I] that (U - v)” - w has a l-factor. erefore U2 has a 
l-factor containing ;ihe edge VW. Since this l-factor of U2 is not associated with 
any l-factor of Uf, U2 contains more %-factors than Uf. Since this contradicts he 
choice of V, (1) is established. 
(2) Let I be the maximum length of a path in U - E(C) which has a vertex of C 
as an endvcitex. 
e consider 3cases according to the value of 1. 
Case 1. Suppose I = 0. Therefore U = C&. Since Cz, - v1 - v2 is a tree of order 
2n - 2, its square has at least yt - 1 l-factors [3, Theorem 21. Therefore C”, has at 
least n - I l-factors containiug the edge vtv2. Similarly, we deduce that C”, has 
at least n - 1 l-factors containing the edge vI V~ and at least n - 2 l-factors 
a&aining each of the 4 pairs of edges v1v3 and ~2~4, vlv3 and v2v&, ‘u~v~_~ 
and vtiv2, and v~v~._~ and v 2c v2c_2g Therefore CL has at least 4n - 10 l-factors. 
Since n 3 4, it follows that C$, has more than 4n - 4 l-factors. 
CAM 2. Suppose I = 1. ithout loss of generality suppose deg(q) a 3. 
from (1) tha? deg(q) = 3. Let iV(vl) = {q,, v2, v& Observe that deg(vO) =1 and 
deg(v2) =deg(v& = 2. 
Suppose 2c = 6. Since U has even order, it follows from (1) that n = 4 and that 
exactly 1 of v3 and v5 has an incident endedge. erefore U2 has more t 
4n - 4 (in fact, exa 
Suppose 2c a 8. i = 2c, 1 and 2, the graph U - (v,, vf} is a tree of order 
2ra - 2 containing a path of length at least 6. 
(U - {vo, Vi}j2 has at least n l-factors, for i 
containing each of t 1 and v0v2. Note that 
er 2n - 4, it fol 
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4(n - 1) - 4 l-factors if and only if U - u - zp = Sztn _IJ. erefore U* has at least 
4n - 8 I-factors containing t xaetly 4n - 8 such l-factors if and 
+, it follows by Lemma 2 that 
erefore U* has at le,;rL 4 l-factors 
containing the edge uw. 
(3) U* has at least 4n - 4 l-factors and at U* has exactly 4n - 4 l-factors if 
and only if, for every path u ‘v ’ w ’ in g(u ‘) = 1 and deg@ ‘) = 2, 
U - u’ - ly’ = S2(n_l) and (U - u’j* - w’ h 
Since &,, E (l&,, and Sk has exactly 4n - l-factors (Lemma 1), it follows from 
the choice of U that U* has exactly 4~ - 4 l-factors an hence that fh = 4n - 4. It 
follows from (3) that U can be obtained by identifyin an endvertex of a copy of 
P5 awith some vertex x (other than zi2, u4 or uug j of S2(,, _l). If n = 4 then U = S, and 
if n 3 5, then it is easily verified that U contains a h u’v’w’ with deg(u’) = 1 
and deg(v’) = 2 such that (U - u’)* - w’ has more n 4 l-factors unless x = v1 
a E szn 
completes the inductive step and hence the proof of Lemma 3. Cl 
be a connected graph with H = T(Gj, where G is a 
(p, qjgraph. Then G must be connected but cannot be a tree as otherwise T(G) 
would have odd order. Therefore th G and its subdivision graph S(G) contain 
a cycle. Let C be a cycle in S(G). the definition of the subdivision graph of a 
graph, it follows that C is of even length at least 6 and that ;very alternate vertex 
of C has degree 2. 
Let U be a spanning unicyclic subgraph of S(G) containing all the edges of C. 
Then L’ E s. By Lemma 3, U’ has at least 4n - 4 l-factors and exacriy 4~2 - 4 
l-factors if and only if U = &,. It follows that (S(G))*, i.e., T(G), has at least 
4n - 4 l-factors and exactly 4n - 4 l-factors if and only if every spanning unicyclic 
subgraph of S(G) is isomorphic to S&. It is easily verified that if R is any graph 
obtained by adding an edge to S& then R has a spanning unicyclic Ph 
which is not isom ic to S&. Conseq U 
En _3). Therefore s the total graph o 
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